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SW Steelworks RUGID-ROLL Fabric Doors are 

designed to meet the needs of an application where 

hard panel doors end and high speed doors 
begin. Our RUGID-ROLL Fabric Doors provide high 

quality reliability for demanding applications.

Rugged.

Reliable.

Affordable.

Performance.



RUGID     ROLLUP
F A B R I C  D O O R S

WARRANTY: TWO-year Limited Warranty on Materials and Workmanship.  
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- UHMW Wind locks provide the ultimate wear protection and withstand high pressure
- 6" and 10" barrels with 1.25" and 1.5" solid drive shafts with premium HD bearings      

 - UV, Wind, Weather, Chemical and Corrosion Resistant.
 - The unique internal curtain profiles provide wind locking for high pressure applications.
 - design is excellent for Commercial, Pharmaceutical and Food Processing Facilities.
 - The Repairable Fabric Curtain is forgiving to most incidental impacts.
 - RF welded Seams provide the curtain with increased strength and wear resistance.
            - High cycles with minimum wear

• Able to stand up to some of the harshest environments.
 - Durable 40 Oz. HD nylon woven PVC fabric curtain with double layers, both sides of 
               curtain, bottom bar and across the horizontal pockets protect against wear.

• For Applications where wash down orr corrosive resistant qualities are important:
 -100% Stainless components are available 304 or 316
 
This Unique Product is designed for applications where mechanical doors end, and high speed 
doors begin and standard sizes up to 25x25.

Available Options:
 - Various Colors and Fabrics.
 - Various Vision/Window Sizes.
 - VFD Drive for speed up to 36" per second                   
            - NEMA rated operators for wet, cold and explosion proof requirements,

- Exclusive wash down chain hoist available on most sizes     
            - Multiple safety devices and activations available.

- Premium weather block brush seals with EDPM rubber inserts 

• Rugid-Roll Doors are built with high quality, durable long lasting components.

Quality Products custom built for your application and designed to perform year after year.


